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Welcome young naturalists!
This newsletter is especially for 7-12 year olds.
Feel free to write in with your letters.
Winter
By Trish MacDuff ABNA
When the dark days of winter arrive, us humans seek
out a warm fire, a hot drink and a warming meal. How
does our wildlife deal with winter? Our birds and animals find different ways to find food and survive the
cold conditions.
The summer visitors to our shores take the sensible
option of returning back to the warmer countries they
came from; swallows, swifts and ospreys fly back to
Africa where the food will be more plentiful, and the
daylight hours longer.
Those birds who have been living in colder countries
find the conditions here quite tolerable by comparison, and we can see migrants from Russia and Iceland and colder parts of Europe (fieldfare, redwings,
bramblings, Bewick swans, geese and waders).
Other creatures undergo a change of appearance to
help them survive. The mountain hare changes its
coat from a brown colour to snowy white, so it can
blend in with a winter landscape to escape predation.
Conversely, the stoat also changes its coat to pure
white, but in this instance, it is so that the animal it is
preying on will not see it. The ptarmigan of the Scottish Highlands will also adopt a thick white plumage,
and its feathery feet act as little snow shoes on the
mountain side.
Some mammals sleep through the worst of winter.
Hedgehogs will find a deep pile of old leaves, a log
pile or beneath a wooden shed and go into a deep
sleep, emerging again around March when things
warm up. Although grey squirrels do not actually hibernate, they spend a lot of time sleeping, venturing
out occasionally to access the store of nuts hidden
in autumn. Bats hibernate in a safe place with a constant temperature. Like other mammals that hibernate, during autumn, they build up supplies of fat to
help insulate them and maintain a steady body temperature, and is an energy supply to survive. Their
body temperature drops, their metabolic rate slows
and they enter a deep sleep.
Adders can survive very cold winters by taking refuge
in a cool dry crevice, often in a group.
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Nest with a wood mouse
inside by S. Rutherford

Mountain Hare with its
white fur by K. Hinchcliffe

Frogs will spend winter under a rock, in a compost
heap, or at the bottom of a pond but will come out to
forage for food during milder spells.
With these different coping strategies, it is hoped
they can survive the winter, to continue their life cycle
when spring finally arrives.

Tales from Meadow Brook
by Ginger-Tigger
I’ve been quietly studying robins in my hedgerow.
The dogwood, willow, oak and blackthorn trees appear quite differently now there are no leaves to be
found upon the branches. Only the bramble leaves
and thorns provide protection from sparrowhawks
and other would be predators. Hedgehogs, reptiles
insects, slugs and snails, among other creatures, are
hibernating. The robin and other small birds are busy
about their business, looking for food and fresh water
and places in which to shelter.
The robin’s red breast stands out beautifully amongst
the more quietly coloured dunnocks, wrens, blackbirds and house sparrows. Legend has it that the
robin acquired its red breast from attemping to remove the thorns from Jesus’s holy crown of thorns,
to ease his pain. The robin stained its breast with holy
blood. Another story tells us that the robin scorched
its chest when it carried water to the suffering souls
in pergatory. The robin has many stories associated
with it.... Did you know that postmen were once nicknamed robins because of their regal, red, tail coats
and hats (1784). People eagerly awaited their Christmas Cards brought along by the postmen, and so
Robins became a popular design for many!

It’s snowing! Snowflakes are
very beautiful under the
mircroscope.

Spuggie Sparrow has never
seen snow before!

Uncle Willow’s Fact File
Hi! I’m Uncle Willow the border collie dog.
So, Spuggie and Hal have been talking
about snow. Let’s take a
closer look....................

Hal the Heron explains that
snow is atmospheric water
vapour that has frozen into ice
crystals. These fall in light white
flakes.... Hal helps Spuggie
build a snow bird! What fun!
Heron print in the snow

Did you know?

Sparrows tend to hop so their prints are almost always in pairs. A
heron will often be seen standing on one leg fishing, but it’s prints are
considerably larger. Our drawing is not to scale. However, a grey heron’s footprint is 15-17cm long, the hind toe is 6-7cm long and slightly
off set from the front middle toe. The front toes are connected by a
small amount of webbing, which may not show up in the footprint,
and they have powerful claws to help them hold on to branches. In
comparrison a house sparrow’s entire body only measures only 1415cm so it’s prints are much smaller. The house sparrow is protected
by law, under The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.

Not to scale

Enough snow to cover the ground makes an excellent opportunity
for us to observe tracks and signs. So what would Hal and Spuggie
leave as footpring in the snow?... See adjacent for an illustration of
their prints.

Sparrow print in the snow

So when you are out and about, walking through snow, mud or along
a sandy beach - keep your eyes open and see what tracks you can
find. Draw them or snap a photograph on your phone and see if you
can identify them when you get home. It all takes patience but very
soon you will become an accomplished nature detective!
Do you have a query?
Feel free to write to Ginger-Tigger or
Uncle Willow at:
Youth Officer Via General Secretary
British Naturalists’ Association
BM8129, London WC1N 3XX
or email: info@bna-naturalists.org

Colour guide - The animals are
decorating a Christmas tree. Have a go
at colouring our black and white version
overleaf...

